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About This Content

Jezioro Bestii or ‘Lake of the Beast’ is an 18-acre lake in the mountains of Poland. This scenic forest lake is a specialist predator
venue and has become famous for its monstrous residents including pike to over 50lbs, zander to over 20lbs and catfish to 85lbs.
Strong equipment and patience is needed if you hook one of these monsters, but the catch of a lifetime is a real possibility – just

mind those teeth when holding the fish!

That’s not all that this venue has to offer: there are also a number of coarse fish to go for including carp to over 40lbs, bream,
tench, roach, rudd and perch. With 13 different species to catch and 25 trophy fish to track down and successfully land, all your

skill and versatility will be needed to become a master of this venue!
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It is the worst game on steam. 2018 Review!
I can see the old reviews saying the game is not working, the controls being bad and things like that. It seems, these things got
patched, beacuse my the game runs like a charm on my Win10. I have experienced some minor graphic glitches, but nothing
really disturbing.

About the game: I have played it a lot back in the days, not just the few hours I have on log. It is my favorite platformer without
question and worths every cent of the 9.99 Euro price. It has an enjoyable, fun campaign but it has an even better local versus
mode which is (imho) one of the best fighting games ever. The whole game is based around the unique mechanism\/physics of
the goo-ball, Gish, who can be sticky, heavy, slippery and can jump and move. That is all - if you liked messing around with the
physics model of any game, well, this game is for you, because the whole game does just that. One thing though: you can indeed
die annoyingly lots of times unintentionally (and in a very silly manner) in the campaign, so it is the best to set the difficulty on
easy, because that way you don't have to start over the whole chapter when you run out of lives, only the level.. 9/11 will destroy
tower again. Simply an amazing game. Running flawless on I7 CPU, GTX 1080, 32GB DDR4.

Sure the graphics are tron like but it has a fantastic retro feel whilst good solid gameplay and game mechanicsd with level up
systems etc.

This is a must buy the price is totally justifiable. Funny time-killer, reminds me of 2048. Thats probably why it doesn't really
matter how little variation it has, it can keep you busy for a couple hours in total nonetheless. The controls are pretty bad. The
music doesn't really fit the game, but is really nice.. AWESOME GAME. I tried the demo, played a few videos, and was quite
impressed with it.
I had a few other Media-Players installed on my computer, but right away I could notice better crispness, clarity and an overall
greater quality of the video and audio that I see and hear with Zoom Player. I like the simplicity and intuitive feel of the
controls, yet there are still a lot of options available that I can experiment with and set things to how I like. This will now be my
default Media Player, and I'm glad to have bought the full version to help support the Developers of this high-quality software.

For a full list of features and comparisons of the different versions of Zoom Player, visit the following page: 
http://inmatrix.com/zplayer/pro/versions_home8.shtml

PS: As for the argument I see from some, "Why buy Zoom Player when there's plenty of free media-players available?".... Well,
call me strange, but I like to help support the Developers of programs I enjoy and use.

Yes, there's free media-players out there, but they also tend to have a "Donate" option some place on their website or an option
to upgrade to a Pro version. Plus, there's also a free-version of Zoom-Player that can be downloaded as well.
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Pretty solid shooter in similar vein to Gradius/Salimander/Life Force. I'm not a huge fan of some trail and error obstacles in the
game, such as where you're being chased by the first stage boss and he suddenly dashes to the other side of the screen without
any warning and a place in a latter level where robots push blocks to close off your exits with no telegraphing.

The game's difficulty is about right in my opinion. It's not easy, but it's not super hard either. As long as you have decent
reflexes, you should be able to eventually beat this game.. old game but still interesting - :. This game is really cool AND I
learned a formula! Smarticle acceleration.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBiVg2MgDKs
First off I really Like factorio and I enjoyed playing Big Pharma. Yes you are going to hear alot about how this is a Factorio
clone because the conveyour belts and insterters look alike. Thats about as far as it goes from what I have played. But if Factorio
and Big Pharma had a baby I guess this could be what it would sorta look like. So far ive only got a couple hours in, would play
more but very sleepy and need some rest.
 But in my couple of hours of play I have really enjoyed it. It is not super easy which I like. I went broke my first time. I like
how you can saturate the market and makes the price go down and how you lose points for research if you keep using the same
product.
  If you enjoy planning out lines and actually make a product to sale then this is a good game for you. Which is how I feel it
really differs from Factorio. In Factorio you would create things and only use them to create more things. Here you actually
create something to sell. Now of course you will have to create some things in order to combine them with other things to create
the finished product but you will have a finished product to sale.
 Cant wait to unlock the storage upgrades and other high tech upgrades to see how it adds to the game.
 I put a small video on youtube, not my specialty but couldnt find any others for this game.
EDIT:
 After playing for a while I still see the potential in this game. But I feel the layouts are a bit to small to get anything big going.
Would be great if there were crossover/ under conveyour belts but the transporter just takes too much research and does not
reach far enough for me anyway. But this being early access maybe they will fix this. I would love to see just a big open area to
be able to play in or have it so that the areas you can unlock be connected to the starting area.. + Just the right among of puzzle
difficulty
+ Frequent save points help if you die
+ Who doesn't like lasers?
+ Good in-game tutorial
+ Music is OK (but nothing special)
- Initially, gameplay time wasn't reported to Steam

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=IUz-rCLhlEo. Call of Duty: Black Ops III is
a game which I was actually thoroughly enjoying. The gun play and new mechanics added an interesting twist on the Call of
Duty series.

I am however not going to write this as a positive review, simply because the game has marked me as cheating. Firstly I haven't
even touched the multiplayer mode of Black Ops III - anyone who reads my reviews or checks my profile will see I have
absolutely no interest in the multiplayer side of this type of game. I was playing the single player campaign, in offline mode.

Secondly, I wouldn't even know HOW to cheat, even if I wanted to. But one matter which really irks me is, even if I was
cheating in single-player mode, why would anyone get a ban for that in the first place? Surely bans from playing multiplayer
games should come when you play multiplayer? People who know me will know I am not that sort of person, where as people
who read this will probably think I am just throwing my toys out of the pram. Believe who you wish at the end of the day. Heed
my warning though.

Due to the lack of any support from Steam or Treyarch themselves, this will be the absolutely last Call of Duty game I ever buy,
review, or even lay my eyes on. After doing some research into the matter, many people have been experiencing this issue, even
people who play online, who just happen to be on a server with a cheater have received a ban as well.

I'm sorry Treyarch - take your game back to the consoles.

 Tom's Score Card
1) Stay away
2) Not Recommended
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3) Only recommended when on sale
4) Recommended
5) Highly recommended
6) This is a must play

If you found this review helpful, please give it a thumbs up. If you would also like to follow my reviews more easily, be sure to
join my group by clicking here.
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